BOOK RIGHTS
PRESENTATION
( March – April 2017 )

BANLUE BOOKS

DOG THERAPY
Comic
15.24 x 17.78 cm
176 pages
Full colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/banluebooks/items/maa-therapy

When life is tough, and our hearts need
some healings, don’t be discourage because
there is GOOD NEWS for you because our fourlegged friends can help you!!! You will admire
their help, researches have shown that ‘Four
legged therapists’ are very pro in human mental
health treatment.
Not just ‘Therapist Dogs’ will appear in
this book, those ‘Comedian Dogs’ will also show
up to calm our hearts too. We hope this book will
be the tool to treat your mind and soul. We are
sure that this book will encourage and empower
positivity to your life as its slogan ‘Powerful,
immediate results, 100% good for your heart.’
Highlight :
• The cuteness and happiness from cartoon of dogs.
• The healing ability by the dogs.
• There are case studies that were proved the dog
therapies are effective.

ROMANCE OF THE
THREE KINGDOMS

Comic Series
Box Set - 15 books
(overall 3,240 pages)
14.5 x 21 cm
Full colour
Hard cover

From a Chinese literary masterpiece to an
immortal literature of the world, ‘Romance of the Three
Kingdoms’ is a story of human passion, ambition, fight for
power and dignity. The novel itself has been translated into
several languages including Thai. In this version of
‘Romance of the Three Kingdoms’, Mr. Moo Ninja, a
legendary cartoonist of Thailand has maintained the whole
story based closely on the original novel yet his unique
drawing made the story easy to read and hilarious. It
received immense popularity and has been made into a 2D
animation TV series and a game.
Highlights:
• The works of Thailand's legendary cartoonist Moo Ninja,
known for both his unique comic style and rapier wit.
• Based on the characterful historical Chinese novels which
have a cult following worldwide.
• This book has been translated into Korean and was
adapted into an animated TV series.

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/banluebooks/items/samkok

The Empire Sword

Comic
13 * 18.5 cm
336 pages
Full colour & Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/banluebooks/items/krabee-online

Introducing the hit comic
book ‘The Empire Sword’ by Moo Ninja
that contains elements of Chinesethemed entertainment that have
proven to be popular among the Thai
public. Undoubtedly, this combination
of action, drama, and comedy will be
warmly welcomed by readers.

Highlight :
• The works of Thailand's legendary
cartoonist Moo Ninja, known for both
his unique comic style and rapier wit.
• A depiction of China's Wuxia world,
written as a homorous comic series.
• The flagship work of Moo Ninja's career.

WORDS OF WISDOM
Comic & Quote
14.5 x 21 cm
176 pages
Full colour
Paperback

The epic collection of the best
works from Moo Ninja. Here, you can read
thought-provoking quotes filled with wit,
humor, and irony, traits which had made
Moo Ninja one of Thailand's most vibrant
cartoonists. Embark on a nostalgic
reflection of the career of the legendary
cartoonist in this book.

Highlights:
• Moo Ninja’s unique comic style and rapier wit.
• A nice combination of Impressive quotes and
striking yet funny comic.
• A collection of ‘Best of’ Moo Ninja’s works.
Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/banluebooks/items/kammumu

SPAIN'S GREAT TIME
Doctor Wannachat, a famous
documentary writer who would bring you to Spain.
From Madrid to Andulusia and to Barcelona. Spain is
such an attractive country, with good foods,
bullfighting or flamenco dancing. You can travel
along the nature route, both mountains and oceans.
Try tasty food, good people, folk architecture and
their civilization. All of this will make you want to
pack your bag right away.
Highlight :
• The author that had been awarded from OBEC three times:
- ‘Nice to Meet You’ awarded outstanding book for Youth
in 2014.
- ‘Lost and Found in Iceland’ awarded Honorable books
for student aged 12-18 in 2016.
- ‘Morocco Moment’ awarded Documentary books for
student
between aged 12-18 by OBEC in 2017
• Tell the story of the journey, as if traveling with the writer.

Journey
14.5 x 21 cm
160 pages
Full colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/banluebooks/items/spain

Admin and The Secret Inbox
Comedy
14.5 x 21 cm
192 pages
Full colour
Paperback

When 30 top Facebook page
creators gathered together to gossip about
their lovely 19 million followers. If you
think the page admins are interesting,
you’ll find out after reading this book that
their followers are even more interesting
than them. LOL

Highlight :
• Behind the scene of top 30 pages in Thailand.
• Funny, hilarious and relaxing.
• Various contents according to the theme of
each page.
Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/banluebooks/items/gossip

THEORY OF LOVE by Pi Shetshotisak
POP SCIENCE that answers your questions about love in a the fun scientific way that
you might never heard of it before!

Can pills really heal a heartbreak ? / the causes of love pain / sneak-peak to
sex stories / the perfect boyfriend and the loser / age-gap couple and happy
single life : is that really possible ? / player personality is in the DNAs? /
God-destined Vs matchmaker / and a lot more interesting stories for those
who want to understand the theory of love.
176 pages
14.5 x 21 cm

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/theory-of-love

Highlight
- Fun, interesting and eye-opening book written by a doctor.
- Love is a universal topic in which people are always interested. This book is
unique for using science to tackle love and reliable because of a doctor-turnedwriter.
- Lovely illustrations from a designer who currently works in Tokyo

OH MY JOB by Metha Kosolsathit
Don’t want to have Monday blues, crave for day-off and be depressed
everyday you go to work ? Start by getting the right job!
Asking your teacher won’t really help much. So, why don’t you ask
yourself?
This book will tell you all you need to know before choosing your own
career path. From the 2017 big hits : Doctors, Baristas, Professional and Esports athletes and online celebrities to unbelievable careers like
backpackers. Together with the cheeky illustration from the owner of the
Facebook Page “Na-buer”, This books will talk the truth about careers
with witty sarcasm.
176 pages 14.5 x 21 cm

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/boring

Highlight
- Behind the scenes of various jobs : so you know what to expect
from your future job beforehand.
- Presented through a cartoon character from a page that has more
than 15k followers
- Easy to read, unique illustration.
- Popular among teachers and schools (top-selling among counselor
teachers and schools nationwide).

SALMON BOOKS

The Secret of Angel
CULTURE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
192 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/angel-secret

The journey to the U.K and the states
of Tomorn Sukpreecha, what he got is not just an
ordinary story, but it's about the secret that
hiding in in places. For instant: ghost in London,
mystery story in the theater, the living puppet,
Books store in Baltimore, the Washington Square
and more stories that keep the secrets of history
and culture in each country.

Highlight :
•
The language expressions and ways of narrating
that presents both interesting and
knowledgeable story.
•
The mystery and inside story of places will make
your journey more exciting.
•
Tourist attractions in the U.K. and the states.

Life Is A Lottery
A real life story of a writer that used to
think that he was unfortunate. But in one day, he
accidentally won a millions jackpot from writing a
book. In addition to reprinting dozens of times,
he also experimented with other media. But he
found that, "get the money" may not always be a
good luck because he has to take care and
manage the money well. What he learned after
being rewarded is what truly fortunate.
Highlight :
•
Stories about life managing, include how would
you look to the future. You'll enjoy reading as the
author expresses this serious stuff into easy
language and there are many examples that help
you picture what it looks like.
•
An author with consistently works, and some of his
articles have been republished over 40 times.

PERSPECTIVE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
208 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/life-lottery

TOO THAI TOO VANITY
CULTURE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
208 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/thai-thai

Is pepper from Thailand? Is Mae
Nark (Thai ghost) a Thai? Is watchingnight
service a real Buddhist way? Why Thai
students have to get their hair cut like that?
‘Siripot Laomanacharoen’ an academic, a
professor and an archeology specialist. He
briefed all of Thai history and cultures for us
all. He also questions about being ‘Thai’, is
that ‘All Thai are vanity?’
Highlight :
•
Thai beliefs are being questioned here, and
finding out the truth that some of Thai
beliefs are not true
•
The information is supported with evidences.
•
Enjoyable, easy reading, the author narrate
orderly, reader could think along and also put
them into practice.

THE DINING UNIVERSE
12 literary essays based on
recollections from the kitchen of the young
famous chef. Not only is it a kitchen filled
with a universe of fumes and flavors, but it
is also a place where unlikely friends and
acquaintances cross paths. Be immersed in
the stories of this kitchen as you journey
through the tastes and conversations in this
book.

PERSPECTIVE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
160 pages
Full colour
Paperback

Highlights:
• Charming, delicate, and poetic, just like the
food in the book itself.
• Discover new exciting menus.
• Witness a host of one-of-a-kind relationships
that every reader can relate to.
Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/dining-universe

THE NERD OF MICROSOFT
PERSPECTIVE
12.7 x 18.28cm
304 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/nerd-microsoft

The 5 years working experience in
‘Microsoft Company’ has been shared on this
book. The writer is a programmer that always
casting for his dream until he made it in a big
company, he has colleagues with various culture
background. With this book, you’ll learn about
solving the challenging problems and you’ll see
the life styles of the company’s employees.
Highlight :
• The real experience of a programmer that got a
chance to work with worldwide famous
software company---- Microsoft.
• The inside of multicultural workplace.
• Easy reading even for those who has none
programming knowledge. It contains some
specific words but it's explained clearly, as enjoy
as your best friend done you a story telling.

ART IS ART, ART IS NOT ART
‘ART IS ART, ART IS NOT ART‘ is a
collection of articles from the column 'Whatever is
Art‘ published in a well-known newspaper of
Thailand. It is written by 'Pana Boonpipatanapong',
who is interested in art and wanted to share the
perspective that art is not something too far to
reach. The author just wanted to invite us to look
around, no matter a toilet bowl, Pad Thai or even
sex can be presented as an art as well.
Highlight :
•
The narrative of art straightly, easily and you can get involve
with. It came up with clear examples and sarcasm the social
through arts.
•
The knowledge of arts that easy but plentiful, you can use
them in your real life. Here you will get to know about the
general knowledge of arts, history in various periods, and
the background of both masterpiece and the artist.
•
The narrative of art that’s tangible and reachable.

CULTURE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
340 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://minimore.com/b/art-is-art

CULTURE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
240 pages
Two colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/paris-syn

The Adventure of Merruedee:
Paris Syndrome
The memo of experiencing the
romantic city like Paris by a sharp-tongued but
funny writer like ‘Kanchat Rangseekansong’. He
went there to trace the movie film, enjoyed his
favorite band concert, visited a famous art
gallery. Not only that, he also had some extreme
experiences to share like: his french-fries been
stolen by kids, somebody peed in front of him
and how to survive from the French thieves.
Highlight :
•
Traveling experience, Paris movie trail
with special lecturer and guru of films
and entertainment culture.
•
Storytelling is a unique just like the
personality of the author.

FULL-TIME DIRECTOR,
PART-TIME LOSER
The behind-the-scene story of one of the most
popular directors and writers of Thailand right now! His
director job started unordinary, he was a director assistant
for the award-winning movie ‘Uncle Boonmee Who Can
Recall His Past Lives’, and he had to make a video clip in
order to promote his book because he was faraway in New
York but that clip was a phenomenon nationwide so he
came back to Thailand to direct tv commercials and other
director jobs he had to deal with, so he learnt a lot from
many obstacles including funny awkward situations. Let’s
see how he struggles and survives before saying “cut”!
Highlight :
•
It’s an experience of people who work in this
career, you’ll find out how this career really is.
•
From author’s real experience, since he first
studied to be a director until being an assistant
in “Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past
Lives” and finally, a real experience from being
dierector of many tv commercials.

PERSPECTIVE
12.7 x 18.28 cm
240 pages
Full-colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/director

Humans of Bangkok
PERSPECTIVE
17 x 24 cm
280 pages
Black &White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/human-bangkok

Have you ever wondered who those
people are when you walk by them? Do you want
to know about them? Why are they here? Why they
have to do this? “Kwanchai Damrongkwan” a man
who is managing a facebook page with over
100,000 followers, he gathered all people in
“Humans of Bangkok” into a book so the reader
could become closer with those people. It shows us
why the difference is the main thing that attracts
people to flock together in this metropolis.
Highlight :
•
Short but easy-to-cover interviews and insights.
•
The collection of short stories from people that living
in Bangkok, we can think over their vivid life stories.
•
All emotions, feelings, sadness, sadness and warm
smiles.

AS IT IS IN HEAVEN
In a world that you cannot love or
hate one thing completely. The first kiss that
never disappear from one’s memory. A man
who steps out to find the meaning of ‘home’,
the journey reveal the situations between him
and his lost lover. ‘As it is in Heaven’ --- a novel
from ‘Kanathorn Khaosanit’, a young writer
who woven the pain and confusion of life
together with emotional language.
Highlight :
•
Readers thoroughly enjoyed this book for its
informative yet fun approach. Useful for reallife situations
•
Focused on the subject of happiness, a topic
of great interest among the general public.

NOVEL
12.7 x 18.28 cm
256 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/is-in-heaven

LIFE IS BETTER
Comic
15.24 x 17.78 cm
240 pages
Full colour
Paperback

‘Sa-ard’ a cartoonist who is
observant, he satirizes the situations in
everyday life with a scathing tone. It
reminds us to think of our life, our jobs, the
environment, the journey and the routines
in this society, is it a really ‘one fine life?’

Highlight :
•
Cartoon for all ages, full of fun for kids, full
of thoughts for adults.
•
Clear theme
•
Reflecting and murmuring the life of city
people.
•
Writers won the Silver Award in Manga
International Awards 2012.
Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/salmonbooks/items/life-is-better

The History That Just Happened to be Sad by Jirath Prasertsub
The collection of short stories about the contemporary history and the
enlightens, such as the young man who just found out the his country's
leader is not 150 year-old, the story about a girl who thought she lived in
the highest floor of the condominium but one day she found out that there
are plenty of people who's living higher than her place. And also the folk
story about praying Thumjai god. All stories came from Jirath Prasertsub,
the author who is facing the loneliness.
192 pages 5x7.2”
Novel

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/sad-history

Highlight
- It’s the collection of short stories from SHORT LIST award (S.E.A. WRITE)
year 2017
ี ง’ that won SHORT LIST award (S.E.A.
- The new author of ‘พิพธิ ภัณฑ์เสย
WRITEin year 2015

THAIS IN WORLD HISTORY by Archayasit Srisuwan
The articles that would take you back to the pages of history. Here you
could investigate the world's major events that Thai people involved. Do
you know that there was a Thai who had the Titanic ticket, How a Thai
involed in Germany shooting torpedo to Japanese boat? And was it true
that a revolutionary Fidel Castro used to have a Thai teacher?
272 pages 5x7.2”
NON-FICTION

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/thais-in-world

Highlight
- Archayasit Srisuwan the author that is well-known from his short stories and
poems. He’s also the Super Fan of S.E.A writes award.
- The stories are very interesting, these are all the world top events that not
many people know that there were Thai people involved in.
- Easy reading and enjoyable, the stories are reliable.

POWERISM by Tomorn Sookprecha
The articles about the hidden power of things around us such as 'tomato'
that related to certain powers until it became a forbidden thing. Also 'Thai
food' that might have be shaped to taste the same. Even 'Barbed Wire' that
we've seen often also not just for telling the area. And 'Christmas' also has
a very intense fighting behind the scene.
232 pages 5x7.2"
PERSPECTIVE

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/powerism

Highlight
- The author is expert in what he’s writing.
- The author is well-recognized among readers as a powerful writer, he has
many loyal fans.
- Analyzing and connecting the story with serious situation in easy words. It
shows us the great power that we think it's beyond our daily life is actually
among us.

WILD SIDE by Vanchai Tantivitayapitak
The stories written from the author's experiences, both from travelling and
knowledge by Wanchai Tantiwitthayapitak, former editor from Sarakadee
(Thai famous documentary magazine). The story is about Wildlife and
mother nature. With this book we'll know how sausage could affect the
tree and also life of forest conservationist that protected the nature with his
life.
224 pages 5x7.2”
PERSPECTIVE

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/wild-side

Highlight
- The author is well known from his knowledge and understanding of wildlife
and nature in Thailand. He has more than 30 years of experience in this field.
- The content is easy to read, communicate directly to the readers.
- The content is fun and reliable. After reading this book, you'll feel fun to read
this kind of books after finish reading this one.

CITY SIGHT by Sorrarat Kanjanavanich
The collection of articles about the environment and nature in urban
society. These articles were written through the perspective of Sorrarat
Kanjanavanich the Chairman of Green World Foundation and the last
generation of Bangkokians who had a chance to live closely to nature.
From this book we will know that the symbols of fertility like lichens and
wildlife that once inhabited in this area has lost.
192 pages 5x7.2”
PERSPECTIVE

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/city-sight

Highlight
- The author is an expert in nature and environment.
- The writer shared his perspectives about environment to create the right
insights and useful information to the readers.
- Easy to read, with statistics, logical concepts and reliable resources.

WHAT WILL MATTER by Teepagorn

Wuttipitayamongkol

Have you ever tried to book the low cost ticket and it came out more
expensive than it was shown? This book will let you know the trick from
websites that stealing money from you pocket. The occupying from AI in
the movie might be closer than we thought. What if one day we could
upload our memories into the computer. What the path of human and
technology will look like. And what would happen if the time of robot has
come. Let's question all situations through Teepagorn Wutpityamongkol's
eyes the author who lives with technology.
248 pages 5x7.2"
PERSPECTIVE

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/what-will-matter

Highlight
- The 3rd books about technology from Teepagorn that all fans are waiting for.
- The content is fun and easy to read, this type of book is very rare in
Technology’s field.
- The author is the founder and the editor of ‘The MATTER’
the famous media and news company in this era.

QUARTER-LIFE CRISIS by Tunlaya Dunnvatanachit
A hundred of happy, sad, lonely stories from TUNA DUNN that were told
in comic strip. The author chose to face them and portray them through
humor. She wrote them in short and easy understanding English to make
the stories a little bit more international.
112 pages 7x7”
COMIC

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/life-crisis

Highlight
- TUNA Dunn the author who could express all details in few words, she has
fans around the world.
- The comic strip about many kinds of relationships which are easy to
understand and ‘feel’ them.
- All were written in English, good for English learner.
- The gags in this book are relatable to people from all nations.

SHENZHEN NO ONE KNOWS by Sila Buaped
The experience of living in Shenzhen from Sila Buaped that was told
through fun essay and drawing. Shenzhen is a city that Thai people would
imagine as the land of FAKE things. Sila Buaped the author who worked
as an architecture who doesn't speak Mandarin went to work in Shenzhen
with his friend. In his mind was all about fake eggs, fake bamboo shoots
but once when he got there, he found out that Shenzhen is not the land of
fake things at all, it has a good transportation service, edible foods, well
arranged city and many tourist attractions, most of all, it's just right next to
Hong Kong. No wonder why he could live there for 5 years long.
240 pages 14.5x21 cm
CULTURE

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/shenzhen-diary

Highlight
- The good combination of humorous text and comics.
- The working experience in Shenzhen of the author that will surprise
the readers how China has changed.
- We will know the difference between working in Western and Eastern
styles.

BUNBOOKS

HOW DEEP IS YOUR DREAM
The real experience of “Angun” a
young girl who lives on a wheelchair since
the age of 13. Due to a car accident, her
lower body from her chest is disabled. But
she has a dream, she always wanted to go
to the sea and she wanted to know how
would it feel to diving in the sea. So she find
that opportunity for herself to dive in the
sea, she applied for the project called ‘Get
up from your dream and make it happen’,
and finally she won the award.
Highlight :
• To inspire yourself from reading the
story of the writer.
• With easy language, positive
perspective and heartwarming.

Experience
12.7 x 18.28 cm
192 pages
Full colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/bunbooks/items/how-deep

Y- GIRLS
Article
12.7 x 18.28 cm
192 pages
Two colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/bunbooks/items/y-girls

A documentary from a new writer who
works down into the world of Y-Girl (girls who like a
fantasy of homosexual romance) to find the answers
for these questions: What is Y-Girl? Is it true that they
have to disguise their tastes? Does Y-girl have to be a
homosexual? How Y-Girl and die-hard fan are related?
How those shippings feel when they’re shipped by
shipper? In spite of that ‘Y-Girl’ will bring us back to
legend of MSM in Greek-Romans time. The story of
female poet who is the origin of the word lesbian and
more stuff that whether you are Y or not, you should
read them.
Highlight :
• The story had been told with depth research by
doubtful of the author.
• The information and all case studies are reliable.
• The reliability of the data come from the research
of four hundred people of various Y-Girls.

HOW I LIVE MY LIFE
An essay that came out after ‘How I
Love My Mother’, the author was questioned by
readers that how she lives her life? How can she
live happily? This book will tell the story of life
and mental growth of ‘Pie’, a 26 year-old woman
who had to support her family since the age of 16
because her mother’s illness. How a girl lived
through all the challenges in life and how she
thought about it, before she realized that
everyone can live happily in their own conditions.
Highlight :
• The inspiration stories with warm
language and humorous.
• This is the story of a girl who must
support her family suddenly, it will tell
the story of her own life experience.

Experience
12.7 x 18.28 cm
176 pages
Two colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/bunbooks/items/live-life

THE ART OF LAZINESS
Comic Essay
12.7 x 15.24 cm
180 pages
Full colour
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/bunbooks/items/lazy

A comic essay about the art of living a
comfortable life. This book collects all laziness like
being lazy of washing hair, but doesn’t want the
fringes look greasy, so just wash the fringes hair. The
simple food for lazy people are instant noodle but for
people who are lazier, they just eat them dried. What
would you do when your phone is ringing, use your
feet. The style of lazy people are very simple, no
need to be trendy, no fashion, just easy to wash, no
need to iron, that’s enough. And there are more lazy
gags that will make you LOL, you can check how lazy
you are with this book.
Highlight :
• A well-known cartoonist with a huge fan base both
nationally and internationally.
• Her books have been licensed and sold to many
countries.
• Cuteness overloaded.
• To tell the stories of people around her makes the
cartoon more entertaining.

LOVE THE MOUNTAIN
AS THE SEA
The memo of ‘Jirabell’ - a young
writer who travels to meet and talks to people,
this is the conversation between him and
people whom are closed to mountains like
Binlah Sangalakiri, Aunty Tim—Rong
Wongsawan’s wife, nevertheless he talked to
people who relate to the sea too, like Orang
Laut tribe, Mace fire swinger etc.
Highlight :
• Easy-to-read and heartwarming.
• The interviews between the journeys of the
magazine editor that got a chance to meet
people from a variety of professions.
• Relationships, stories and perspectives of
people who have a tight bond with mountains
and seas.

Article
12.7 x 18.28 cm
160 pages
Black & White
Paperback

Read the sample :
https://store.minimore.com/bunbooks/items/mountain-sea

I'M FINE | CAFE | AND YOU by Monsty Planet
Illustration essay that gather all 15 cafes from illustrators and people who
love #cafehopping, such as Roots Coffe that chosen by illustrator and art
director from ReadTheCloud, Maman a cafe' in New York that chosen by
Suntur a famous illustrator, JunJun cafe chosen from Pleng--Tongta
Jittadee. The whole book is colorfully illustrated.
176 pages 6x7"
ILLUSTRATION ESSAY

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/am-fine-cafe

Highlight
- Heart warming stories that makes you feel hungry.
- People that are interviewed are famous illustrator and coffee lovers.
- A clue to a coffee trove that coffee lovers must have.
- The author interviewed, wrote, and drew by herself. This made everything
smooth as silk.

BREAKFAST MOMENT by Tawjan Punyasingh
Collection of 30 Breakfast menus from tradtional Thai breakfast and
international recipe from Bhutan, Taiwan, Malaysia, etc. that the author
got chances to taste them by himself and was impressed, that's why he
tried making those recipe in his style.
208 pages 17x24 cm
CONCEPT IDEA

READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/breakfast-moment

Highlight
- Torchan Catherine Boonyasingha former Food Stylist that is well educated in
eating and designing. She knows how to cook good food with material she has
and how to decorate the food to be appetizing. Now she is a cooking teacher
and the restaurant owner. That's why she has tons of fans.
- Break Fast recipe from the owner of ‘Bite Me Softy’ a famous restaurant.
- Differences recipes from many countries and all are tasty!

FAIRYTALES CAN'T TELL EVERYTHING By Vipas Supakarapongkul
A story from a doctor and a die-hard disney fan and how these fairy tales has
inspired him to make life-changing decisions. From coming out of his comfort
zone about his self-identity (because he doesn’t want to be a fake prince), Visit
Disneyland (to find a motivation to finish med school) , Take acting class
(because of “a whole new world” song) or even quit being a doctor (because of
“Hakuna Matata” philosophy) and many more!
180 pages 5x6”
ARTICLE

Highlight
READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/fairy-cant-tell

- The new release from the bestselling writer of It’s Not Easy To Be A Doctor
telling what it’s really like to be a doctor
- Spiced up tales from his very soul that will make you laugh and zap stress like
a chitchat with gay friends.
- Totally relatable magic from Walt’s Disney
funny and thoughtful way and steps to accept yourself

Alone together by Jiradet Ophatphanwong
50 tweets from 50 people talking about their ordinary lives that would
make you realize that you are not alone, alone.
232 pages 7.2”
ARTICLE

Highlight
- The best-selling book from the best-selling writer.
- Optimistic relationship perspectives that will warm up your heart
- Easy to read and touching stories that readers love
READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/alone

THE THINGS BEHIND THAT DOOR by Katchakul Kaewkate
A story with colorful illustrations of a life-changing tale about a perfect
girl who opens herself up to the darkness and a lonely man who opens
himself up to the beauty of the world.
160 pages 6x7"
ILLUSTRATION ESSAY

Highlight
- uniquely stunning illustration style that clearly depicts emotions
- text in both Thai and English
- Simple yet profound interpretation
- entertaining story that makes reader sympathize the characters
- Full-color printing, fine paper, beautiful book design.
READ THE SAMPLE
http://minimore.com/b/behind-that-door
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